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2 C. Afonso et al.: EROS 2 SMC two-year analysis
lenses belong to the halo of our Galaxy, the optical depth
and the distribution of event durations should be simi-
lar to the ones observed towards the lmc. In the case of
smc or lmc self-lensing, however, the dierent dynamical
properties of the two Clouds will give rise to dierences in
optical depth and event duration.
Eros, whose setup was upgraded in 1996, is engaged in
observations towards the lmc and the smc. The analysis
of the rst year of observations towards the smc yielded
one event (Palanque-Delabrouille et al. 1998, Alcock et al
1997c). A second event, whose source star was too faint to
be in the eros reference catalog, was alerted on by macho
and actively monitored by all microlensing collaborations.
It was generated by a binary deector most probably lo-
cated in the smc itself (Afonso et al. 1998, Albrow et al.
1999, Alcock et al. 1999, Rhie et al. 1999, Udalski et al.
1999). This light curve, however, is not counted as an event
in the following analysis which only uses stars identied
on our template images, for which the eÆciency can be
estimated.
We present here the details of the eros 2 two-year
analysis of data towards the smc and discuss its implica-
tions for the nature of the halo dark matter.
2. Experimental setup and observations
The telescope, camera, telescope operations and data re-
duction are as described in Palanque-Delabrouille et al.
1998 and references therein. Ten square degrees are mon-
itored on the smc. Note that since one ccd of the red
camera was non functional, all the analysis is done on
only 7 ccd's (i.e. a total eld of 8.6 square degrees).
The two-year data set contains 5.3 million light curves
covering the period from July 1996 to March 1998.
3. Data analysis
The analysis of the two-year data set is similar to that
of the rst year (Palanque-Delabrouille et al. 1998). The
major dierence comes from the addition of rejection cuts
requiring a minimum time coverage of the event (not pos-
sible with the previous one-year time span), and from the
tuning of some cuts applied to parameters with a clear
eld-dependent distribution. The criteria are suÆciently
loose not to reject light curves deformed by blending or
by the nite size of the source, or events involving multi-
ple lenses or sources. Most variable stars are rejected by
at least two distinct cuts.
As in the rst year analysis, we dene a positive (neg-
ative) uctuation as a series of data points that (i) starts
by one point deviating by at least 1 from the baseline
ux 
0
, (ii) stops with at least three consecutive points
below 
0
+ 1 (above 
0
  1) and (iii) contains at least
4 points above 
0
+ 1 (below 
0
  1). The signicance



















is the deviation in 's of the point taken at time
t
i
and N the number of points within the uctuation. We
order the uctuations along a light curve by decreasing
signicance. The cuts are described hereafter:
Selection of microlensing candidates:
{ 1a: The main uctuation detected in the red and blue
light curves should be positive and occur simultane-
ously in the two colors: if I is the time interval during
which the data are more than 1 away from the base-









{ 1b: To reject at light curves with only statistical uc-
tuations, we require that on a given light curve
LP (2
nd
most signicant uct:) = LP (main uct:) < 0:6
in both colors.
1
{ 1c: We require that LP (main uct:) > 30 in both
colors.
Rejection of variable stars:
{ 2a: To exclude short period variable stars that exhibit
irregular light curves, we require that the RMS of the
distribution of the deviation, in 's, of each ux mea-
surement from the linear interpolation between its two
neighboring data points be small, typically less than
2.2 (the exact value varying from eld to eld, with a
looser limit set on outer elds).
{ 2b: To exclude variable stars which exhibit correlated
uctuations between the two colors, we calculate the
correlation coeÆcient  between the \red" and the
\blue" light curves, excluding points in the main uc-
tuation (enlarged by a 25% time margin on either side)
so as to consider only the un-amplied part of the light









whose distribution is less sensitive than  to the num-
ber of points N

. We require cor < 6.
{ 2c: We remove two under-populated regions of the
color-magnitude diagram that contain a large fraction
of variable stars (upper main sequence and bright red
giants, see details in rst year analysis).
S/N improvement of the set of selected candidates:
{ 3a:We remove events with low signal-to-noise ratio by
requiring a signicant improvement of a microlensing
t (ml) over a constant ux t (cst), i.e. that
1
This criterion has been relaxed slightly compared to the
rst year analysis.










where d.o.f. is the number of degrees of freedom. As








 350, with a higher limit on well-
sampled elds.
{ 3b: We require that the maximum magnication in
the microlensing t be greater than 1.40.
Time coverage of the event:
{ 4a: We require that the tted time of maximummag-
nication be contained in the period of observation.
{ 4b: We require that the tted value of the Einstein
radius crossing time t < 300 days.
Physical blending:
{ 5: If blending signicantly improves the microlensing
t, then the tted blending should be physical, i.e.: if

2
(no bl:)   
2





>  0:3, in both colors.
The tuning of each cut and the estimation of the eÆ-
ciency of the analysis (with the correction due to blend-
ing) is done with Monte Carlo simulated light curves, as
described in Palanque-Delabrouille et al. 1998. The mi-
crolensing parameters are drawn uniformly in the fol-







+ 350] days, impact parameter normal-
ized to the Einstein radius u
0
2 [0; 2] and time-scale
t 2 [0; 350] days. Cuts 2a and 3a are tuned individually
on each eld so as to reject respectively  15% and  25%
of the remaining Monte Carlo light curves. The impact of
each cut on data and simulated events is summarized in
table 1.
Number of Fraction of remaining
Cut description stars stars removed by cut
remaining Data Simulation
Stars analyzed 5,307,774 - -
1a: Simultaneity 93,900 98% 76%
1b: Uniqueness 29,742 68% 11%
1c: Signicance 9,978 66% 06%
2a: Stability 4,365 56% 16%
2b: Correlation 3,502 20% 02%
2c: HR diagram 2,996 14% 04%
3a: Microlensing t 102 97% 24%
3b: Magnication 37 63% 16%
4a: Time inclusion 28 24% 20%
4b: Duration 22 21% 14%
5: Blending 1 95% 12%
Table 1. Impact of each cut on data and simulated mi-
crolensing events (allowing for blending). Each fraction for
cut n refers to the light curves remaining after cut (n 1).
There is one remaining candidate, the one already dis-
cussed in the analysis of the rst year data set. Its updated
light curve is shown in gure 1.










Fig. 1. Light curve of microlensing event EROS-SMC-
97/1 (the t shown does not include the periodic mod-
ulation).
The eÆciency of the analysis for events with an impact
parameter u
0
< 1 and normalized to an observing period
T
obs
of one year is summarized in table 2, as a function of
the Einstein radius crossing times t (in days). The main
source of systematics could come from a biased estimation
of the blending eect. We have studied various blending
models and found the relative error to be less than 10%.
t 7 22 37 52 67 100 150 250 300 350
 4 12 16 18 21 24 25 23 13 3
Table 2. EÆciency (in %) of the analysis as a function





= 1 yr. We monitor N
obs
= 5:3  10
6
stars.
4. Limits on the contribution of dark compact
objects to the Halo
We t a microlensing curve to the data of the candidate
(see table 3), allowing for a periodic modulation of the
source star as evidenced in the rst year analysis. Blend-
ing and time-scale being degenerate quantities whose
common t is quite sensitive to systematics, we set the





 24%, considering it to be a lower limit on the ac-
tual contribution (due to possible additional non-resolved
companions). This value of the blending fraction is com-










0:424 2568:8 129 5:126 0:031 0:022
0:004 0:8 2 0:002 0:003 0:003
Table 3. Result of microlensing t to the smc event, with






is the time of maximum
magnication in days since Jan, 1 1990, t the Einstein
radius crossing time, in days. The 
2
is 261 for 279 d.o.f.
4 C. Afonso et al.: EROS 2 SMC two-year analysis
In order to set limits on the contribution of dark ob-
jects to the Halo, a Halo model must be used to obtain, for
a given deector mass, both a number of expected events
and a distribution of event durations. We use the so-called
\standard" halo model described in Palanque-Delabrouille
et al. 1998 as model 1, and take into account the eÆciency
of the analysis given in the previous section.
Moreover, to set conservative limits, we have assumed
that the observed event is a halo event, in spite of the
fact that it is most probably an smc self-lensing event
(Palanque-Delabrouille et al. 1998).
Assuming a standard halo model with a mass fraction
f composed of dark compact objects having a single mass
M , the likelihood of observing at most one event, with a
duration less probable than the observed one (t
obs
), is





































































(t) is the distribution of expected event durations,







Figure 2 shows the 95 % exclusion limit derived from
this likelihood function on f , the halomass fraction, at any
given massM , i.e. assuming all deectors in the halo have
mass M . For comparison, the exclusion curve obtained
considering that the sole event detected does not belong
to the halo (thin dashed line on the plot) is also shown.
The limit is very similar to the one event one, since the
very long duration of the event pushes it towards large
masses, where our eÆciency starts to drop.
5. Discussion and conclusion
The analysis of two years of eros 2 smc data has yielded
a single microlensing event. This allows us to put new







], excluding in particular at the
95 % C.L. that more than 50 % of the standard halo be
made of 0:5 M

objects.
One should also note that all the microlensing events
towards the lmc and the smc for which information could
2
In Palanque-Delabrouille et al. 1998, we derived a con-
straint on parallax. Using either only the constraint on the ob-
served duration as we do here, only the constraint on parallax,


























by EROS 1 LMC+SMC ( )
at 95% CL
and EROS 2 SMC ( )
Fig. 2. Exclusion diagram at 95 % C.L. for the standard




inside 50 kpc). The dashed line
is the limit from eros 1 lmc and smc data (Renault et
al., 1997), the solid line is the limit from the smc data
described in this paper. The macho 95 % C.L. accepted
region is the shaded area, with the preferred value indi-
cated by the cross (Alcock et al. 1997a). The thin dashed
line corresponds to the limit obtained assuming we ob-
served no halo events.
be obtained on the deector location | through paral-
lax for this 97-SMC-1 event (Palanque-Delabrouille et al.
1998), and deector binarity for 98-SMC-1 and LMC-9
(but see the discussion in Bennett et al. 1996) | seem
to be produced by deectors located in the Clouds them-
selves. This suggests that self-lensing may be the domi-
nant source of the observed events. We are continuing to
accumulate data towards the lmc and smc in order to
determine denitively the location of the deectors.
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